
LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

Meeting Summary 

 

May 17, 2012 

 

 

Present: 

Dan Hartman  

Vanessa Conrad 

Hesha Gamble  

 

Cora Jackson-Fossett, At- Large Director 

Becky Stein, Staff Liaison 

  

Guests:  

Brad Patterson, Staff Chapter Relations Department  

 

Absent: 

Donal Hartman 

Vit Troyan 

Sherri Zimmerman 

 

 

1. Chair Dan Hartman called the meeting to order at 11:04 am. 

 

2. The April 19, 2012 meeting summary was approved as submitted. 

 

3. APWA Board of Directors Report – Cora Jackson-Fossett reported a decrease in membership of .4% 

down to 24,470. A webinar for APWA chapter treasurers will be conducted this afternoon reviewing 

rules and guidelines. The DCS continues to do well with 279 participants currently enrolled in the 

program. The next application deadline is July 16. National is aware of concerns expressed about the PW 

institutes. The goal is not to disrupt or take away from the PW Institutes operated by the chapters but to 

integrate them together with national’s program. If members have concerns about the institutes they 

should call Peter King or Mabel Tinjaca directly.  

 

4. Chapter Relations Department: Overview of Services – Brad Patterson discussed the role of the chapter 

relations department in communicating with chapters regarding national initiatives and working with 

chapters on leadership and management issues including strategic planning. The chapter relations 

department works on several projects throughout the year that the committee may be interested in 

providing input on including the 2013 Chapter Leaders meeting in Kansas City, the Chapter Leader’s 

Forum at Congress and various webinars conducted throughout the year. 

 

5. Leadership & Management Facebook Group & Knowledge Team – Hesha Gamble reported that 

invitations have been sent out to the knowledge team and members are starting to join the L&M 

Facebook group. Hesha will post a brief introduction on the Facebook group in the next week and she 

asks that the remainder of committee members sign up to help contribute to the conversation. 

 

6. June Conference Call – Dan Hartman has emailed the chair of the Solid Waste Committee and is awaiting 

a response. Dan will begin a discussion on the Facebook group in preparation for the call.  

 



 

7. Confirm FY13 CLL Topic – The committee confirmed that they would collaborate with the Center for 

Sustainability for their FY13 CLL. The program would: focus on how communities may already have 

sustainable practices in place and not be aware of it; demonstrate how easy it is to put sustainable 

practices into place; describe the benefits of using sustainable practices for the agency and the 

community; and share how inexpensive the practice is and how it could actually save money. Possible 

titles include: “Are you already sustainable” or “More sustainable than you think”. Dan Hartman will 

take the lead on the CLL, Becky Stein will work with the Center of Sustainability to identify a second 

speaker and then a third speaker will be identified from the knowledge team.  

 

8. The committee reviewed upcoming deadlines. 

a. May 17 CLL: A Systems Thinking Approach to Creating a Learning Organization – Donal Hartman 

b. May 25: “The Great 8” Reporter Series Article Due – George Haines 

c. May 25: “Recognize Your Leader” Article Due – Becky Stein 

d. June 21: Solid Waste Focus Conference Call  - Dan Hartman 

 

9. Dan Hartman confirmed the Leadership & Management Committee date and time as Tuesday, August 

28 from 11am-2pm. Other Leadership & Management Committee Congress sessions include: 

a. Monday, August 27 (10-10:50 am): Ethics 

b. Tuesday, August 28 (10-10:50 am): Trends, Challenges & Strategies  

c. Tuesday, August 28 (3:45-5 pm): Performance Measurements 

 

10. New Business/Agenda Items - Dan asked the committee to start thinking about ways to improve 

relations and to be sensitive to issues or concerns between the institutes and national. Cora suggested 

that there needs to be better communication and that those with concerns should contact Mabel or 

Peter because several concerns that were raised were due to misinformation being circulated. 

 

11. Next conference call will take place June 21 at 9am Pacific/10am Mountain/11am Central/Noon Eastern. 

 

12. Chair Dan Hartman adjourned the meeting at 11:44 a.m. 

 


